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Teczone, a leader in its sector
TECZONE is the leading company in steel 
transformation for the building and construction 
sector; a company that designs, manufactures and 
sells efficient, innovative, profitable constructive 
systems of the highest quality.

TECZONE occupies a privileged position as a building
and construction sector supplier thanks to its 
excellent customer service, its integrated quality 
management of raw materials and production 
processes and its extensive catalogue of innovative 
constructive solutions.

TECZONE has a production centre in Burgos (Spain),
which serves the Spanish market and North Africa 
and a logistics centre in Pamiers (France) from which 
it provides its services to central Europe.

Service and loyalty to its clients

TECZONE’s main objective is to provide the best 
technical and commercial service and assistance 
available in the market. For this purpose, TECZONE 
has an experienced, responsible, proactive team 
whose mission is to provide tailored services that 
meet the individual requirements of its customers.

TECZONE’s business policy is based on establishing
commercial relationships that are long-lasting with
added high value for its clients. Its two hallmarks are
customer loyalty and absolute respect for distribution
policies and sales channels. 

Based on the foregoing, it is no surprise that currently,
80% of TECZONE’s clientele are repeat customers.

About Teczone



Total quality undertaking

Absolute commitment to quality is an essential 
part of TECZONE’s philosophy, and is deeply rooted 
throughout the entire company. TECZONE’s Integrated 
Quality Management System is audited and certified 
by AENOR and IQNet

TECZONE’s production processes and finished 
products are subject to the strictest quality control. As 
a result of this effort to achieve top quality, TECZONE 
products have been awarded the most demanding 
quality certificates on both a national and European 
level.

For this reason, TECZONE’s products are currently 
regarded by experts from the building and construction
sector as those with the highest quality in the market.

Innovative constructive solutions

TECZONE has an important desire to innovate and its 
mission is to develop efficient, sustainable, profitable
systems.

TECZONE has an extensive catalogue of constructive
systems for use in the industrial, residential, 
agricultural and civil works sectors which enables it 
to provide a wide range of technologically-advanced 
solutions for building and construction professionals.

As a multi-product manufacturer, TECZONE is able 
to effectively optimise its production costs and 
logistics processes and offer its customers extremely 
tight delivery schedules and the most competitive 
prices in the sector.
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02 History and figures
More than 30 years in the sector

TECZONE was first set up in 1965 and has always 
engaged in the manufacture and sale of asphalt-
based products. In the 80s, TECZONE’s business 
evolved to what is currently its main activity: the 
design and manufacture of constructive systems 
based on the use of transformed steel.

Due to its solid, sustainable growth, TECZONE 
has become the leading company in the sector; 
a technologically-advanced company with an 
enormous production capacity which is undergoing 
constant international expansion.

In 2007, TECZONE FRANCE was set up as a 
consequence of that expansion, with the objective 
of dealing with the needs of customers from France 
and Central Europe, which has enabled TECZONE to 
consolidate its international presence.

High production capacity

Between 2006 and 2009 TECZONE made considerable
investments in renewing its stock of machinery, in 
addition to increasing the number of production 
units.

At present, TECZONE has 18 highly automated 
production lines which provide it with a high 
production capacity.

That increase in production capacity, together with 
the efficient management of its logistics processes, 
has allowed TECZONE to deal with the most 
demanding challenges posed by its customers.
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Kingspan in figures

The Kingspan Group

Recently, TECZONE has joined the KINGSPAN group, 
a global leader in high performance insulation 
systems and building envelopes. 

KINGSPAN is a leading multinational group in the 
sector of high performance insulation, building 
envelopes and high value construction solutions.

With more than 150 factories worldwide, 15,000 
employees and presence in 70 countries, the group 
operates through 5 divisions (Insulated Panels, 
Insulation, Light & Air, Water & Energy, Data & 
Flooring Technology).

TECZONE develops a strategy based on innovative 
and efficient construction solutions, favored both 
by upstream vertical integration and by synergies 
between the companies of the KINGSPAN group.



03 Constructive solutions
Architectural enclosures
TECZONE has an extensive range of TZ profiled steel 
sheets for enclosure systems, with a rib height of 
between 16 and 60 mm and many options in terms 
of coatings, punching, surface finishes and colours.

The system is completed with all the necessary 
elements for executing functional, economic 
enclosures with high architectural value (finishing 
elements, lighting elements, ventilation systems, 
fastenings, anti-condensation systems, sealing 
joints and other elements).

Façades and roofs with high-grade 
insulation
For projects that require high-grade heat insulation, 
TECZONE recommends using its TZ-C and TZ-V 
sandwich panels range with PIR insulating core, 
which offers high heat insulation and minimum panel 
thickness, resulting in thermally-efficient façades 
and roofs with an incomparable aesthetic finish.

Drywall partitioning systems
TECZONE provides a wide range of more than 80 
sections for gypsum plasterboard partitioning 
systems (PYL) that are versatile and compatible 
with any kind of plasterboard.

Partition walls with considerable heights, single or 
double continuous ceilings, double wall systems, 
anti-intrusion partitions, load-bearing systems... A 
host of innovative constructive solutions designed 
to guarantee fast, safe assembly, at extremely 
competitive prices.



Cubiertas Deck
TZ Deck sections are compatible with any type of 
waterproof insulation and membrane and have been 
especially designed for building large sized Deck 
roofs in industrial or commercial buildings, at a very 
competitive price.

Gama de correas industriales
The TECZONE C, Z and U industrial purlins are the 
ideal solution for use as structures to support roof and 
facade enclosures. With core heights of up to 350 mm, 
thicknesses of up to 3 mm and lengths of up to 18 m, the 
cross-section of the purlins and punches for joints can 
be customised, in accordance with the specifications 
of each project.

Forjado colaborante mixto
The TZ-60 F steel plating for composite concrete-steel 
decking slabs has been designed in conjunction with 
Navarre University and in accordance with Eurocode 
4. It offers a first-class structural performance, 
crossing spans between supports of up to 5 m and 
with edges of only 20 cm and high fire resistance of up 
to 120 minutes (REI-120).

Other solutions  
Structures for façades, either ventilated or blind, 
compatible with any type of enclosure and 
architectural arrangement.
Lightweight steel-framing structures, optimum for 
low height buildings, mezzanines in industrial units 
and self-supporting roofs or coverings.

Enclosures with highly-effective acoustic features, 
thanks to the meticulous design of their perforations.



Some applications

Industrial building / Gama de correas TZ-C, Z y U

High-grade façade insulation / TZ-VL insulating panel

Industrial roofs / TZ-C Panel + TZ-500 Skylight

Residential building  / TZ-VS Panel

Mixed façades / TZ-VM panel + TZ-16 section Agro food industry / TZ sections and panels range  

Self-supporting curved roofs / TZ curved sections range

Partitioning and technical ceilings / TZ-PYL sections range
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Office blocks / TZ-V panel

Roofs in large projects / TZ-60 section

Industrial architectural façades / TZ-VM Panel

Sports facilities / TZ-40 section + TZ-40 lightning board

Composite steel-concrete decking slabs / TZ-60 F section

Mezzamines inside industrial building / TZ-SF sections range

Public buildings / TZ-VX Panel + TZ-300 Skylight

Industrial facilities / TZ-30 section cladding



05 Quality and certificates
Steel with guaranteed quality
TECZONE only uses certified quality steel coils for 
manufacturing its products, laminated by the leading 
European firm in the steel industry. Due to the high 
volumes of steel it consumes, TECZONE achieves 
the best prices for its raw material, resulting in 
extremely highly competitive prices for the products 
it manufactures.

Control of raw materials  
All the raw materials are inspected upon arrival at 
the TECZONE premises, using specific reception 
controls for each type of material.

Control of production processes  
TECZONE permanently exercises self-controls on all 
its production processes with the dual objective of 
optimising their efficiency and preventing possible 
dysfunctions.

Product quality control 
TECZONE’s finished products are subject to the 
strictest quality control. For example, its sandwich 
panels are subject to structural bending, compression 
and traction tests, and the controls are carried out on 
the core density, thermal conductivity, dimensional 
stability at extreme temperatures and humidity 
condition and moisture absorption, among others.

For its other products it runs dimensional and 
geometrical controls on the sections, the punching 
and perforations, etc. to make sure that they respect 
the maximum tolerances indicated in the relevant 
standard.



Laboratory accredited features
The structural features of TECZONE’s constructive 
systems, their fire resistance, sound insulation 
and heat insulation have been verified by tests 
conducted in accredited laboratories (Navarre 
University, Labein- Tecnalia, Afiti, etc.).

Company certificates
Quality Management System, in accordance with 
UNE-EN ISO 9001, audited and certified by AENOR 
and IQNet.

Health and Safety Management System, in accordance 
with ISO 45001, audited and certified by AENOR and IQNet.

Environment Management System, in accordance with 
UNE-EN ISO 14001, audited and certified by AENOR 
and IQNet.

Product certificates

TZ Sandwich panels: 

EC Marking (EN 14509). 
AENOR N certificate.  
NF Marking (CSTB - France).  
Fire resistance class B,s1,d0 
and BROOF (t1).

EC Marking (EN 14782 / EN1090). 
AENOR N certificate.

EC Marking (EN 14195). 
AENOR N certificate. 
NF Mark (CSTB - France).

PYL sections range: 

TZ steel sheets for 
enclosures:

TZ-60 F Steel decking
 slab: 

EC Marking (EN 1090).TZ industrial purlins: 

TZ Omegas range: EC Marking (EN 1090).

EC Marking (EN 1090).

ER-0416/1997

ISO 45001

SST-0173/2007 GA-2007/0617
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Certificado del 

Sistema de Gestión de la Calidad 
 

 

 

   Rafael GARCÍA MEIRO 
Director General  

 
 

AENOR INTERNACIONAL S.A.U. 
Génova, 6. 28004 Madrid. España 
Tel. 91 432 60 00.- www.aenor.com 

 
 

 
 

 ER-0416/1997  
 

  

AENOR certifica que la organización  
 

TECZONE ESPAÑOLA, S.A. 
 

dispone de un sistema de gestión de la calidad conforme con la Norma ISO 9001:2015  
 

para las actividades:  La producción de chapas perfiladas en frío y paneles aislantes para 
cubiertas, fachadas y rematería complementaria. El diseño y la producción 
de perfiles ligeros para tabiquería y techos. La comercialización de 
productos traslúcidos para la iluminación natural. La producción de 
correas estructurales tipo C, Z y U. 

   
que se realizan en:   PI GAMONAL, CL 4. 09007 - BURGOS 

   
   

Fecha de primera emisión: 
Fecha de última emisión: 

Fecha de expiración: 
 

 1997-06-17 
2019-12-21 
2022-12-21 
 

 

  

Rafael GARCÍA MEIRO 
Chief Executive Officer 

 
Alex Stoichitoiu 

President of IQNet 
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CERTIFICATE 
AENOR has issued an IQNet recognized certificate that the organization: 

 

TECZONE ESPAÑOLA, S.A. 
 

PI GAMONAL, CL 4. 
09007 - BURGOS 

  

   

has implemented and maintains a 
 

Quality Management System 
 

for the following scope:   
 

The production of profiled self-supporting roofing and wall products, sandwich panels with 
metallic faces and finishing complements. The design and production of light gauge frame 
and ceilings systems, from metal sheet. The commercialization of complements of natural 

lighting. The production of purlins type C, Z and U. 
 

which fulfills the requirements of the following standard 
 

ISO 9001:2015 
 

 First issued on:  1999-08-01  Last issued:  2019-12-21  Validity date:  2022-12-21 
 

This attestation is directly linked to the IQNet Partner’s original certificate and shall not be used as a stand-
alone document 

 

Registration Number:  ES-0416/1997  
a 

IQNet Partners*: 
AENOR Spain  AFNOR Certification France   APCER Portugal  CCC Cyprus  CISQ Italy 

 CQC China  CQM China  CQS Czech Republic  Cro Cert Croatia  DQS Holding GmbH Germany  EAGLE Certification Group USA 
FCAV Brazil FONDONORMA Venezuela ICONTEC Colombia   Inspecta Sertifiointi Oy Finland  INTECO Costa Rica 

 IRAM Argentina  JQA Japan  KFQ Korea  MIRTEC Greece  MSZT Hungary  Nemko AS Norway  NSAI Ireland   
NYCE-SIGE México  PCBC Poland  Quality Austria Austria  RR Russia  SII Israel  SIQ Slovenia   

SIRIM QAS International Malaysia  SQS Switzerland  SRAC Romania  TEST St Petersburg Russia  TSE Turkey  YUQS Serbia 
 

* The list of IQNet partners is valid at the time of issue of this certificate. Updated information is available under www.iqnet-certification.com 

Quality Management 
System

UNE-EN ISO 9001



 

 
  

  

 

 

  

Rafael GARCÍA MEIRO 
Chief Executive Officer 

 
Alex Stoichitoiu 

President of IQNet 
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CERTIFICATE 
AENOR has issued an IQNet recognized certificate that the organization: 

 

TECZONE ESPAÑOLA, S.A. 
 

PI GAMONAL CL/ 4. 
09007 - BURGOS 

  

   

has implemented and maintains a 
 

Occupational Health and Safety Management System  
 

for the following scope:   
 

The production of profiled self-supporting roofing and wall products, sandwich panels with 
metallic faces and finishing complements. The design and production of light gauge frame 
and ceilings systems, from metal sheet. The commercialization of complements of natural 

lighting. 
The production of purlins type C, Z and U. 

 
which fulfills the requirements of the following standard 

 
ISO 45001:2018 

 
 First issued on:  2021-03-24  Validity date:  2022-12-21     

 
This attestation is directly linked to the IQNet Partner’s original certificate and shall not be used as a stand-

alone document 
 

Registration Number:  ES-SST-0173/2007  
a 

IQNet Partners*: 
AENOR Spain  AFNOR Certification France   APCER Portugal  CCC Cyprus  CISQ Italy 

 CQC China  CQM China  CQS Czech Republic  Cro Cert Croatia  DQS Holding GmbH Germany  EAGLE Certification Group USA 
FCAV Brazil FONDONORMA Venezuela ICONTEC Colombia   Inspecta Sertifiointi Oy Finland  INTECO Costa Rica 

 IRAM Argentina  JQA Japan  KFQ Korea  MIRTEC Greece  MSZT Hungary  Nemko AS Norway  NSAI Ireland   
NYCE-SIGE México  PCBC Poland  Quality Austria Austria  RR Russia  SII Israel  SIQ Slovenia   

SIRIM QAS International Malaysia  SQS Switzerland  SRAC Romania  TEST St Petersburg Russia  TSE Turkey  YUQS Serbia 
 

* The list of IQNet partners is valid at the time of issue of this certificate. Updated information is available under www.iqnet-certification.com 

 Health and Safety
Management System
ISO 45001
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Certificado del 

Sistema de Gestión Ambiental 
 

 

 

   Rafael GARCÍA MEIRO 
Director General  

 
 

AENOR INTERNACIONAL S.A.U. 
Génova, 6. 28004 Madrid. España 
Tel. 91 432 60 00.- www.aenor.com 

 
 

 
 

 GA-2007/0617  
 

  

AENOR certifica que la organización  
 

TECZONE ESPAÑOLA, S.A. 
 

dispone de un sistema de gestión ambiental conforme con la Norma ISO 14001:2015 
 

para las actividades:  La producción de chapas perfiladas en frío y paneles aislantes para 
cubiertas, fachadas y rematería complementaria. El diseño y la producción 
de perfiles ligeros para tabiquería y techos. La comercialización de 
productos traslúcidos para la iluminación natural. La producción de 
correas estructurales tipo C, Z y U. 

   
que se realiza/n en:  PI GAMONAL CL/ 4. 09007 - BURGOS 

   
   

Fecha de primera emisión: 
Fecha de última emisión: 

Fecha de expiración: 
 

 2007-12-21 
2019-12-21 
2022-12-21 
 

 

  

Rafael GARCÍA MEIRO 
Chief Executive Officer 

 
Alex Stoichitoiu 

President of IQNet 
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CERTIFICATE 
AENOR has issued an IQNet recognized certificate that the organization: 

 

TECZONE ESPAÑOLA, S.A. 
 

PI GAMONAL CL/ 4. 
09007 - BURGOS 

  

   

has implemented and maintains a 
 

Environmental Management System 
 

for the following scope:   
 

The production of profiled self-supporting roofing and wall products, sandwich panels with 
metallic faces and finishing complements. The design and production of light gauge frame 
and ceilings systems, from metal sheet. The commercialization of complements of natural 

lighting. The production of purlins type C, Z and U. 
 

which fulfills the requirements of the following standard 
 

ISO 14001:2015 
 

 First issued on:  2007-12-21  Last issued:  2019-12-21  Validity date:  2022-12-21 
 

This attestation is directly linked to the IQNet Partner’s original certificate and shall not be used as a stand-
alone document 

 

Registration Number:  ES-2007/0617  
a 

IQNet Partners*: 
AENOR Spain  AFNOR Certification France   APCER Portugal  CCC Cyprus  CISQ Italy 

 CQC China  CQM China  CQS Czech Republic  Cro Cert Croatia  DQS Holding GmbH Germany  EAGLE Certification Group USA 
FCAV Brazil FONDONORMA Venezuela ICONTEC Colombia   Inspecta Sertifiointi Oy Finland  INTECO Costa Rica 

 IRAM Argentina  JQA Japan  KFQ Korea  MIRTEC Greece  MSZT Hungary  Nemko AS Norway  NSAI Ireland   
NYCE-SIGE México  PCBC Poland  Quality Austria Austria  RR Russia  SII Israel  SIQ Slovenia   

SIRIM QAS International Malaysia  SQS Switzerland  SRAC Romania  TEST St Petersburg Russia  TSE Turkey  YUQS Serbia 
 

* The list of IQNet partners is valid at the time of issue of this certificate. Updated information is available under www.iqnet-certification.com 

Environmental 
Management System 

UNE-EN ISO 14001





Teczone / Kingspan SA
Pol. Ind. Gamonal, Calle 4 
09007  |  Burgos  |  España
T. (+34) 947 483 700 
F. (+34) 947 483 803
teczone@teczone.es
www.teczone.es

Teczone France / Kingspan SA
1 Place Sainte Ursule
09100 | Pamiers | France
T. (+33) 561 609 996 
F. (+33) 561 675 820
teczone@teczone.fr
www.teczone.fr
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